Modular Floor Tile System
Thank you for selecting this quality Griot's product. Your Modular Floor Tiles are easy to
assemble and provide a colorful alternative to concrete flooring. Enjoy the best!
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Useful Instructions
Modular Floor Tiles must be acclimated to a temperature of 72° F for a period of 24 hours prior
to installation. Begin installation by starting at the top left hand corner of the space to be covered.
This is typically the inside corner of the garage. An expansion gap of 1⁄4" (6mm) should be left at
the walls and any other obstacle such as beams, cabinets and heavy equipment. Tiles should be
installed around heavy equipment, not under them, to allow for expansion and contraction. Set
the first tile down, taking care to place the "smooth" edges left and top (wall sides). (Picture A)
Place the next tile to the right of that, "smooth" edges left and top, interlocking the pegs under the
second tile with the loops on the edge of the first tile. A tap with the palm of your hand should
be sufficient to seat the tile tightly. Continue working towards the right until the first 3 rows are
complete. Go back to the left side and install the first 3 rows towards the garage door opening.
Now install the edging on the 3 front tiles and close the garage door. The edges should sit behind
the closed door. (If the gap between the edge and the door is too large then pull the floor forward to where it should finish and cut-in the tiles to the back of the garage).
Modular Floor Tiles and borders can be cut with the use of a wood cutting saw such as a
Circular Saw, Jig Saw, Table Saw or even a hand saw for detailed areas. Continue to work from left
to right and back to front. Be sure to check the alignment along the top and the left side as you
progress. Add edging and corners, if necessary, to finish the installation.
NOTE: In some applications, direct sunlight can cause expansion in the tiles and special installation measures may need to be taken.
Disclaimer
Griot's Garage is not responsible for any misuse of the Modular Floor Tiles for any injury or
damage incurred to any person or object related to the Modular Floor Tiles.
Answers to Your Questions
Should you have any questions about the Modular Floor Tiles, please call our Customer Service
Department at 800-345-5789 or email to info@griotsgarage.com. For a complete selection of
quality products or to receive a free Griot's Garage handbook, please call us or visit us online at
www.griotsgarage.com. Reorder item numbers 50617, 50913, 50684 and 50685.
Have fun in your garage! ®
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